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Abstract—We report on the use of our DecidArch game
to teach software architecture design decision making in two
consecutive years. We compare the support of three learning
goals for the first version of the game with the second, revised
version. Results show how the game has clearly improved. For
the remaining issues, we suggest final improvements.
Index Terms—software architecture, decision making, game

I. I NTRODUCTION
In 2017 we designed DecidArch, a software architecture
card game, and used it in the Software Architecture course at
the Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam. The game supports three
learning objectives related to the design decision making
process: (1) creating awareness about the rationale involved
in making trade-offs and choosing design options among alternatives, (2) enabling the appreciation of the design decisions
proposed by others, and (3) creating awareness about the
dynamics of software architecture design. We have reported
our experiences with the first version of this game in [1].
In the meantime, we addressed the lessons learned from the
first version in a new version of the game. We used this new
version [2] in the 2018 course, and used the same survey as in
the previous year to measure the effects of our interventions.
In this paper, we describe how DecidArch supports teaching
the design decision making processes, the interventions we
applied to the first version of the game and their effects. We
also present further lessons learned and future work.
II. R ELATED W ORKS
To the best of our knowledge, there are two games that,
similar to ours, target architecture design reasoning but have
very different learning objectives: Tang et al [3] specifically
focus on design reasoning and their cards act as triggers for the
students to explore the design space by applying the reasoning
techniques suggested by the selected card; Cervantes et al [4]
focus on teaching the architecture design process by using
the Attribute-Driven Design method [5]. While their cards are
much more sophisticated than ours (including technologies,
tactics and patterns), they are specific to big data systems.
Also, the authors aim to lead the players to make “smart
decisions”. We rather do not enter the merit of the quality
of the decisions themselves, but focus on making students
appreciate the dynamics of architecture design, which entails
collaboration, consensus, and reasoning among alternatives.

III. T HE D ECIDA RCH G AME
The goal of the DecidArch game is to let players experience
the concept of architectural design decision making by playing
a simple card game. The players work together as a team of
software architects to collaboratively design a software system.
They do so by addressing the stakeholder concerns that are
gradually revealed. While the design progresses, new concerns
and unanticipated events may force the players to reconsider
earlier design decisions.
The game consists of four types of cards (see Fig. 1 for an
example of each):
(a) The Project card contains a brief description of the
project for which the players design a software system.
(b) A Stakeholder card describes one of the systems stakeholders. There are multiple stakeholder cards, each with
their own list of quality attributes. A stakeholder’s ‘level
of importance’ for each quality attribute is expressed on
the card as a Quality Attribute priority (QA-priority).
(c) A Concern card describes a concern and accompanying design options. Each Concern card contains several
design options that can be used to address the concern.
Each option has a different impact on quality attributes
of the system: very negatively (–), negatively (-) neutral
(=), positively (+), very positively (++).
(d) An Event card describes an event with lasting effects
on the project. It describes some change for the project,
that may lead to necessary changes in previous design
decisions, or may influence decisions yet to be taken.
Changes introduced by an Event card last the entire game.
The players take clockwise turns until the end of the game.
In every turn: (1) the current player draws a Concern card, (2)
each player, independently, suggests a design option to address
the concern on the Concern card, (3) the group, collaboratively,
decides which design option is chosen to address the concern.
When every player has played one turn, a new round starts.
At the end of a round, the group draws an Event card and
assesses the effect of the event on their current design. The
players may need to revise some previous design decisions,
and/or the event may put a constraint on future design options.
The game ends after 30 minutes or when all Concern cards
have been played. The time limit represents the time pressure

Fig. 1. Examples of each of the four card types.

under which architectural decision making usually has to
operate.
To ensure that all players can equally contribute to the
collaborative decision making, each player writes their personal suggestion plus rationale why that option is suggested
on an individual decision preparation template. Only when
all players have done so, the group collaboratively discusses
the suggestions and decides upon the group position, which is
then recorded on a collective decision taking template.
At the end of the game, the group’s success is determined
by comparing the quality impact of their design decisions (i.e.,
the pluses and minuses of the chosen options on the Concern
cards) with the quality requirements of the stakeholders (i.e.,
the QA-priorities on the Stakeholder cards, possibly modified
by events). If the players ran out of time, the number of
remaining concern cards is applied as a penalty.
IV. I NTERVENTIONS
For the first version of the game, we asked all participating
students to fill out a survey, consisting of closed (Likert scale)
questions with the option to add textual remarks. This allowed
us to determine to what extent the game contributed to each
of our learning objectives:
LO1-Reasoning Create awareness about the rationale involved in making trade-offs and choosing design options
among alternatives.
LO2-Differences Enable the appreciation of the design decisions proposed by others.
LO3-Reconsideration Create awareness about the dynamics
of software architecture design, especially the relations
between design decisions and the ripple effect of changes.
Our conclusion, reported in [1], was that the first version
of DecidArch supported all three learning objectives, but that
the support for LO3-Reconsideration depended too much on
chance. We also elicited a need for a more balanced use of the
decision templates, and obtained some remarks on the rules’

clarity - especially the scoring sheet. We created a second
version of the game, to which we applied several interventions
as discussed below.
A. Redesign of event cards
Our main lesson learned from the previous game iteration
was that we need players to run into enough events with
enough potential impact, so that the chance they have to revisit
earlier design decisions increases. To this end, we redesigned
the event cards to make the impact of the event much more
explicit. We separated (and in some cases, introduced) the
event’s consequences, which had previously been included in
or implied from the event description.
For example, the first version of the game contained an
event card “Local Fire” that had the description “A local
fire has occurred at one of your datacenters (if applicable).
Consider what consequences are applicable to your design.
Include any necessary changes to mitigate these consequences.
(Related quality attribute: Availability)”. In the new version
(see also Fig. 1), this event card was changed to “Fire!”, with
as description: “There has been a small fire in one of the
Owner’s office buildings. Luckily, the fire could be contained
and the data center was not jeopardized. However, because
of this incident a new policy is now in effect that prohibits
the use of single local databases.”. An explicit description
of the consequences (in terms of the game’s elements) was
added: “Consequences: If you selected ‘single local database’
as design option for any of the concerns, those decisions
need to be revised. For future decisions, this option is no
longer available.” The third design option on the Concern
Card depicted in Fig. 1 is an example of an option that is
no longer available after this event. When that concern is
addressed later in the game, the players can select from the
remaining two design options. However, when the concern
card has been played before the event occurs, the players need
to revisit their previous decision and change it to one of the

remaining options in case they selected the option to use a
single local database.
B. Revision of QA-priorities and QA impacts
In the first version of the game, the stakeholders’ QAPriorities were initially set to 0 and could only change through
events. Since the amount of event cards played in a game is
limited, some groups ended the game with stakeholders that
still had all QA priorities set to 0. In the new version the
stakeholders have initial QA-priorities set to higher numbers,
which can still be affected by events throughout the game.
We re-balanced the impact on quality of some concerns after
remarks from the participating students. For some concerns,
for instance, in the first version of the game a particular design
option was always a clear winner. To solve this, we made sure
that every design option entails a trade-off. We also ensured
that the higher QA-Priorities of the stakeholders could be met.
C. Improved usefulness of the decision taking template
With the first version of the game, some players remarked
that they didn’t use the templates since writing down all
decisions and rationale is costly without any perceived direct
benefit. We increased the direct benefit by adding the QA
impact of the chosen design option to the template. Through
this change, the template is not only useful during the game
but also afterwards when calculating the score.
D. Improved rulebook, scoring sheet, and card design
We restructured the rulebook and improved the layout of
the rulebook and the playing cards. This provides the game
material a much more ‘professional’ appearance and enhances
the playability of the game. The addition of icons at the back of
the cards, for example, makes it easier to distinguish between
different card types. The structure of the rulebook is more
aligned to rulebooks of store bought games. The scoring of
the game is better explained by means of an example, and the
accompanying scoring sheet has been simplified.
V. D ISCUSSION OF R ESULTS
For both versions of the game, we presented the game participants with the same survey. Figure 2 shows a comparison
of the survey results from both years. The ‘past version’ of
the game is the version that has been used in 2017, and the
‘current version’ is the version from the 2018 course. The
past version of the game has been played by 22 groups with
a total of 83 players. The current version has been played
by 20 groups with a total of 77 players. For both versions, all
players were students of the VU Software Architecture course.
In both cases, participation in the game was compulsory but
the outcome of the game did not affect the students’ course
grades in any way. The current version of the game contains
the changes discussed in Section IV.
In Figure 2, the statements in rows RQ1, RQ2 and RQ3 test
for the satisfaction of LO1-Reasoning, LO2-Differences, and
LO3-Reconsideration respectively. The final row RQ4 contains
statements that test the game’s playability. The survey results

are presented as diverging stacked bar charts. The colors in the
bar chart represent the answer options: strongly disagree (dark
red), disagree (red), neutral (grey), agree (green), strongly
agree (dark green). The size of a colored segment corresponds
to the percentage of participants that provided that answer.
A. Effects on LO1-Reasoning
For LO1-Reasoning, the responses were already quite positive for the past version of the game. For the current version, we see a clear increase in ‘Strong Agreement’ with
the survey statements. The most significant change can be
seen for statement S1.2. This appears to be an effect of our
intervention in the quality attribute impacts of concern cards
(cf. Section IV-B).
When we look at overall agreement (Strongly Agree and
Agree) for the four statements, there’s a clear positive shift as
well. Especially for the current version, however, the overall
agreement with S1.3 is considerably lower than agreement
with the other three statements. Reasons provided for disagreeing with this statement include a lack of time to properly document the design decision rationale, and being fully focused on
optimizing the “+” and “-” impact of design options on quality
attributes. The latter may be an unanticipated consequence of
the intervention described in Section IV-B; now that the QAimpacts and trade-offs are made more explicit, the game’s
model is more apparent to the players. It is interesting that
these players apparently did not consider the “+” and “-”
impact of the design options part of their design rationale.
To them, it seems, it was more a part of ‘winning the game’.
B. Effects on LO2-Differences
The overall agreement with statements related to LO2Differences has diminished. The overall disagreement has
increased except for S2.1, which can be explained by the
increase of ‘Neutral’ answers. Two participants clarified their
choice for ‘Neutral’. One of them remarked that “We always
agreed”. The other indicated that “Limited time makes it about
the pluses and minuses without discussing”.
Remarks for S2.2 include a lack of time to have extensive
discussions and being primarily focused on the game result. As
for S2.1, some players remarked that in their team there was
little disagreement about the option to choose. Finally, some
respondents indicated they did not know the background of
their fellow players, which led them to disagree.
For S2.3, time pressure was again a major contributing
factor for disagreeing. For efficiency reasons, these players
bypassed the template and immediately discussed their design
ideas without first writing them down.
C. Effects on LO3-Reconsideration
Most of the statements related to LO3-Reconsiderations
received more positive feedback for the current version of
the game. Exceptions are S3.1 and S3.6. Most notably, the
scores for statement S3.3 have strongly increased. There’s
a substantial decrease in (strong) disagreement. This is an
important result, since having to change past decisions is an

RQ

Statement

Past version

Current version

S1.1: I did reflect on how a design option
could impact the stakeholder’s concerns.
71%

1%

RQ1

S1.2: To make design decisions, I had to
consider trading a quality attribute for
another.

1% 7% 6% 51%

S1.3: The templates motivated me to
document the reasons behind the chosen
design options.

2% 2% 34%

S1.4 The quality impacts on the concern
cards motivated me to explicitly reason
about tradeoffs in quality.

12% 13%

S2.1: To decide on the best design option,
I discussed design ideas with the other
players.

RQ2

1% 9% 17%

S2.3: The use of the decision preparation
template gave me an opportunity to
contribute new design ideas.

2% 11% 37%

S3.1: When changing design decisions, I
maintained the consistency among design
decisions.

2% 10% 20%

5% 16%

S3.3: During the game, we had to change
past decisions.

RQ3

16%

S3.4: The templates helped me to revisit
design decisions to maintain consistency
among changed design decisions.
S3.5: When addressing a new concern, the
templates motivated me to revisit earlier
design decisions.
S3.6:The game helped me maintain the
consistency among the design decisions.

34%

4% 18%

4% 26%

34%

53%

9%

53%

22%

45%

28%

41%

9%

54%

37%

14%

8%

31%

3% 8% 23%

6% 23%

52%

63%

49%

5% 15% 28%

3% 14%

34%

2% 17%

41%

2% 8% 31%

1%19% 19%

10%

17%

35%

5% 31%

64%

32%

1% 19% 23%

20%

43%

5%

32% 8%

35%

3% 23% 13% 34%

28% 11%

48%

52%

1% 3% 10% 51%

1% 13% 25%

43% 2%

1% 12% 29%

45%

3% 34%

62%

16% 26% 8%

33%

3%

28%

2% 2% 34%

S2.2: The differences (e.g. in experience)
between the players led to discussions
about different design ideas.

S3.2: As the design progressed, changing a
design decision required me to use an
increasing amount of time to maintain
consistency between design decisions.

28%

46%

42%

45%

25%

27%

14%

18%

10%

S4.1: The game was fun.
19%

12%

47%

41%

S4.2: The cards were easy to understand.
1% 5%

RQ4

65%

29%

3%

42%

56%

6%

40%

53%

1% 4% 43%

51%

S4.3: The rules were clear.
5% 17%

53%

25%

S4.4: The scoring sheet was clear
4% 7% 13%

51%

25%

Fig. 2. Comparison of survey results for the two versions of the game

essential factor in creating awareness about relations between
design decisions and ripple effects.
Remarks for S3.1, unfortunately, provide little insight into
the reason for the higher overall disagreement. With respect
to S3.6, players remarked that the game did not provide any
restrictions on choosing conflicting design options. On the
contrary, some teams felt the need to select options they knew
or suspected to be conflicting, simply because that combination
had the highest impact on the required quality attributes.
D. Effects on playability
The overall agreement with statements related to the game’s
playability has increased to an almost perfect level. We can
only conclude that our interventions had the desired effect.
VI. L ESSONS LEARNED AND FUTURE WORK
We have now used our game in two consecutive years, and
intend to continue the use of DecidArch as part of the VU
Software Architecture course. The overall feedback we receive
from students is positive: they like the game. Moreover, the
survey results indicate that the game helps to get across aspects
of design decision making that are difficult to learn only from
theory. While it will always remain a proxy, the game allows
students to experience the design decision making process
first-hand.
The survey results also point to areas of further improvement. A lack of time is a recurring theme throughout the
feedback we received in the survey. For the past version of the
game the time limit was also 30 minutes, but while students
were playing we decided on-the-fly to increase the play time
to 45 minutes as we noticed that many teams did not finish
their first round and hence had not even played their first
event card. For the current version, the improved rulebook and
game design meant players could be up to speed sooner, so we
decided a priori to stick to the 30 minutes limit. In an earlier
test run of the game with professional architects (cf. [1]) this
was more than enough time. For novices / students, clearly not.
We will update the rules and extend the limit to 60 minutes. We
expect this to solve many of the current version’s remaining
issues.
What is also apparent from the survey results is that if
you ask people to optimize for certain parameters, that’s what
they will do. Even though we ask the players to maintain
We are confident that the DecidArch game, especially when
the improvements above have been applied, has sufficiently
proven itself to be a worthwhile addition to a Software
Architecture course. The game materials are readily available,
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design decision consistency, the game’s final score does not
take consistency into account. Consequently, players choose
to ignore this aspect: they want to win the game, and the final
score is all that counts. In a next version of the game, we aim
to make the dependencies between design options for different
concerns explicit, in particular relations that express conflicts
and prerequisites. In this way, inconsistencies between chosen
design options will become a more apparent part of the game,
which can stimulate the players to address and remove them.
so the game could also be used at other universities. Moreover,
we see potential for the game to be used in-company awareness
training. Practicing software architects will have experienced
most of the game’s learning objectives in practice; they are not
our primary target audience. Their non-architect colleagues,
however, could use the game to gain a better understanding
and awareness of the intricacies of the architecture decision
making process.
VII. C ONCLUSIONS
Our interventions had a clear positive effect on the
playability of the game, and the game’s support for LO1Reasoning. The overall effect on LO3-Reconsideration was
also positive. Remaining issues (for LO2-Differences and
LO3-Reconsideration) have to be attributed to the allotted time
for the game, the lack of explicit relations between design
options for different concerns, and the game’s inherent focus
on optimizing individual design decisions for their impact
on quality attributes. We intend to alleviate these issues by
extending the game’s playing time and by introducing explicit
dependency relations between design options.
We plan to apply the discussed improvements and use
DecidArch v3 in a series of sessions in both university courses
and in-company awareness training for non-architects.
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